MM Textbooks bring the subjects covered in our successful range of academic monographs to a student audience. The books in this series explore education and all aspects of language learning and use, as well as other topics of interest to students of these subjects. Written by experts in the field, the books are supervised by a team of world-leading scholars and evaluated by instructors before publication. Each text is student-focused, with suggestions for further reading and study questions leading to a deeper understanding of the subject.

Forthcoming books include:

- Bilingual First Language Acquisition  
  Annick De Houwer

- Learning to Read and Write in Multilingual Settings  
  Viv Edwards

Future topics covered by the series include:

- Language, Law and Society
- Multilingual Education and Multilingualism
- Sociocultural Theories and Second Language Learning and Teaching

If you are currently teaching a course and do not have an adequate textbook, please let us know at info@multilingual-matters.com and we will do our best to fill the gap.
CONTENTS:

Preface by Judith Baxter

Part I: Understanding Gender and Language Use
Chapter 1 The Emergence of Gender and Language Studies: (Sex and Gender; The Rise of Feminism; Waves of Feminism; Sexist Language; Summary Statements; Study Questions)

Chapter 2 Language as Gendered: (Women's Language and the Language of Power; The Deficit/Dominance View; The Differences Perspective; Gendered Identities and the Social Constructionist Perspective; Women and Men Talking; Critical Discourse Analysis; Summary Statements; Study Questions)

Part II: Understanding Gender and Language Use in Various Contexts
Chapter 3 Gender in the Media: (Gender Identity and the Mass Media; Advertising Gender; Media Discourse; Summary Statements; Study Questions)

Chapter 4 Gender and Language Use in Education: (Gender and the School Experience; The Teacher as Gender Coach; Linguistic Space and Silence; The Classroom as Gender Stage; Summary Statements; Study Questions)

Chapter 5 Gender and Language Use in the Workplace: (Framing Gender in Workplace Relationships; The Glass Ceiling; Gender at Work; Style of Leadership; Summary Statements; Study Questions)

Chapter 6 Gender and Language Use in the Western Church: (Notions of God as Male; Gender-neutral Language and Scripture; Gender and Expressions of Morality; Summary Statements; Study Questions)

Chapter 7 Gender and Language Use in Relationships: (The Role of Social Talk; Participating in Family Life; Gender and Friendships; Politeness and Complimenting; Summary Statements; Study Questions)

Chapter 8 Looking to the Future: (Poverty and Globalization; Glossary)

References/ Index
This engaging handbook by Allyson Jule shows that Gender and Language is equally about our personal and lived experience as it is about different scholarly perspectives and theories. The book provides a guide through the subject's historical origins, key theoretical perspectives and latest thinking in the field. It also invites readers to consider how gender and language influences education, the workplace, the media, religion and a range of interpersonal and social contexts.

DR. JUDITH BAXTER, DEPARTMENT OF APPLIED LINGUISTICS, UNIVERSITY OF READING

Allison Jule's handbook on Gender and Language Use is an engaging introduction to key concepts, developments and debates in the field of gender and language studies. First time students of gendered language use will find its glossary, study questions and bibliography helpful entry points into this field.

KATE POWER, DOCTORAL CANDIDATE, LANCASTER UNIVERSITY

This book offers a compact, accessible, up-to-the-minute introduction to a range of hot topics in language and gender. The reflective, critical lens makes this a valuable text both for undergraduates and for experienced teachers enrolled in MA degrees.

JANET HOLMES, PROFESSOR OF LINGUISTICS, VICTORIA UNIVERSITY OF WELLINGTON, NEW ZEALAND

This book provides an accessible and wide-ranging introduction to the ever-popular topic of Language and Gender, exploring the fascinating links between language, gender and identity.

JENNIFER COATES, PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE & LINGUISTICS, ROEHAMPTON UNIVERSITY
Call for Manuscripts

If you are currently teaching or planning a course and do not have an adequate textbook, please let us know by sending at info@multilingual-matters.com and we will do our best to fill the gap.

Our commissioning editors are active in visiting conferences and campuses throughout the year and are happy to discuss ideas and suggestions for textbooks. Please discuss any proposals informally with Anna Roderick (anna@multilingual-matters.com) before sending in a full proposal.
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